
“Making” is our research

Development

Moving Forward

Bring engineering from textbooks
into real life.

Ideation

We were curious if we could : 
 Solve a problem <Portable transport that is “cool”>
 Challenge ourselves in multiple domains (design, engineering)
 Follow Industry Standards of quality
 Make something that’s replicable by stem students. 

We decided to make a bike, with one single wheel. 

Exploration

Making, is how we learn. We grew up breaking things and taking them apart to 
understand the magic behind what made it work. We are big advocates for  
“learning by doing”. The creation of this project besides being an opportunity to 
learn, was an attempt to advocate for the “learning by doing” mentality. It is 
how we learn and we see strength in its meaning.

Building Mini side-projects to decompose concepts is 
something we explored. Ex, We built a model Brushless 
DC motor to understand the interaction between the 
coils, magnets and the Hall sensors. This taught us 
about basics of 3 phase bldc controllers.

We build the personality of the bike in this phase. Spending a 
lot of time on sketches, CAD edits, revisions that no one will 
see.  Our mentor Prof. Dean calls it 
   “building a relationship with the product”. 

Brainstorming and getting bad ideas out of our heads is a big part 
of this stage.

We placed a large emphasis on applying things we have learned 
in classes. Writing code, building circuits, doing stress analy-
sis on the frame, use matlab simulations to model the bike 
among others.

Prof. Dean was a very important inspiration! 
his experience was a great introduction to the 
expectations held by professionals and it as-
sisted us in creating benchmarks. He gives 
strong constructive criticism that pushes our 
design closer to a more practical and 
functional state. 
One of the other strengths of the team is our 
iterative mindsets. The combination of dean’s 
feedback and our willingness to start over, 
iterate creates the best we can make.

Feedback

Iterations

Prototyping

Just some good old get-your-hands-dirty stuff.

Why make?

Fail Faster, learn sooner.

We are all born makers,
  embrace it.

WE ARE HERE WITH OUR PROJECT
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Finish Prototype Finish Documenting Publish it on Instructables! 


